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MARDI GRAS fabric – The flamboyance of a Caribbean 
island festival is evoked in this large-scale embroidered 
chevron of variegated colour on linen union.
“A joyous design, with a carnival spirit, we’ve used colourful 

embroidery, held together with neutrals, I love the combination 

of the coral, yellow and charcoal.” NC

MEREDITH fabric and wallpaper – Nina’s classic damask is 
refreshed in soft, contemporary colourings.
“We first introduced Meredith in the early nineties, she’s now 

re-born in fresh new colours, such as pretty sage green, a 

fashionable indigo blue, and my favourite, coral, she will look 

lovely adorning a sofa.” NC

CALYPSO fabric – A semi-plain composed of small polka 
dots which create an ombré effect across the width of the 
fabric, evokes the rhythms of the Afro-Caribbean music.

COROMANDEL fabric 
and wallpaper –  
An embroidered floral 
trail of Indienne origin 
is given a modern 
interpretation with 
shiny viscose yarns on 
contrasting linen grounds 
as fabric, or metallic inks 
as wallpaper.

“I wanted to produce a tree-of-life design, that wasn’t too 

floral, the wallpaper is brought to life with metallic inks, that 

will reflect and play with the light in a room, the rich dark 

colourways offer drama and will look wonderful in libraries  

and hallways.” NC

PAVILION GARDEN fabric and wallpaper – An enchanting 
scene of elegant sari-clad ladies in a blossom laden garden.
“This design was inspired by a document, its full of character...

and naughty monkeys!” NC
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COROMANDEL FABRICS & WALLPAPERS

Nina Campbell presents an enticing collection of decorative fabrics and wallcoverings, inspired by different continents  
and periods of history for contemporary international interiors. Indigo features prominently in Nina’s colour palette  
as do coral, aqua, chocolate and teal combined with quieter tones of stone, charcoal and ivory.



PERDANA fabric and wallpaper – A delicate composition 
of ornamental branches in flower, depicted in a delicate 
painterly style to appear like stitches, the fabric has the 
addition of exotic birds.

PALMETTO fabric and wallpaper – Large scale tonal palm 
leaves form elegant columns.

“Inspired by vacations in the Bahamas, we started with a classic 

combination of green palm leaves set against a blue sky. I love 

the architectural quality of the design, especially in the charcoal 

and stone.” NC

VIGNOLA wallpaper –  
An ornamental ogee trellis 
composed of tiny beads, in 
metallic silver and gold.

GIOCONDA wallpaper –  
A spot motif printed in 
flock with a contrasting 
coloured outline.

CONCERTINA wallpaper –  
A trompe l’oeil stripe 
echoes pleated silk fabric.

GIOCONDA

Nina Campbell 
presents a collection 
of glamorous fabrics, 
featuring metallic 
effects, such as foil, 
shiny embroidery and 
satin weave. Colours 
include chocolate, 
topaz, aqua and coral 
embellished with silver, 
gold and bronze.

UMBRIA

The Italian region 
famed for its medieval and Renaissance hill towns lends 
its name to this collection of relaxed textured fabrics with 
geometric designs, which are suited to both classic and more 
informal decorating schemes. The restrained colour palette 
includes eucalyptus, silver, beige and taupe with stronger 
tones such as bitter chocolate, teal and red.
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